
Managing Jaw Pain

Are you currently experiencing occasional or chronic jaw pain? Both types of discomfort may indicate an
underlying problem that needs to be addressed. Untreated jaw symptoms can become long-term conditions,
so it’s important to recognize the signs. In this newsletter, we’ll think about jaw pain and how to manage it.

Ma ny people suffer from jaw pain (pain in the lower or upper
jaw, or in the lower face). Some may see it as a personal health issue to be endured without considering
treatment in the hopes that the pain will eventually stop. However, if the discomfort is chronic, it is worthy
of examination and treatment. Jaw pain can result from an injury/overuse, surgical side effects, or even
illnesses. It can be related to the bones, joints, muscles, or nerves in the upper and/or lower jaw. Jaw pain
may also develop when the lower jaw is moved in an abnormal manner while talking or chewing. However,
the pain can also persist when the jaw is relaxed or held motionless. Jaw-related conditions can also
manifest as painful discomfort in the teeth or mouth.

Some people can develop chronic jaw pain as a result of events such as orthodontic treatment or direct
trauma to the jaw area. The pain results from damage to nervous tissue that is located in the jaw, or that
which connects the jaw to major nervous control centers in the brain.

This is known as tempromandibular disorder (TMD). Other forms of TMD include chronic pain that is
related to disorders of jaw muscles or joints. Other factors may be involved in your pain such as wearing
dentures which can damage the interior jawbone over time, or stress in your work or home life that causes
you to clench or grind your teeth. Some studies have found that certain forms of TMD may even be genetic.

The pain associated with TMD can be initiated by simply moving the lower jaw as normal. People with
TMD are known to have significantly more pain than people without the condition as a result of these
simple natural movements. Doctors often recommend medication to treat TMD. However, research has
shown that specific, controlled, repetitive jaw motions, as taught by a physiotherapist can significantly
reduce pain in patients with TMD.

Masticatory myofascial pain (muscle pain disorder) is another condition in which the action of chewing
brings on pain. Performing jaw exercises is beneficial toward improving this condition because it relieves
discomfort by relaxing the jaw muscles and improving coordinated jaw function. Research has even shown
that people with masticatory myofascial pain can manage their symptoms through this strategy without
requiring any further treatment; although it may need to be a part of a long-term routine in order for it to
take effect.

More specifically, performing individually tailored strengthening and stretching exercises daily can help
relieve your jaw pain. One strengthening exercise is known as a resisted-opening technique, which involves
opening and closing the mouth while putting a small amount of resistance on the chin. To begin, put one
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thumb under the chin and gently open the jaw downward against the thumb. As you push up gently with the
thumb, slowly open the mouth and keep it open for about 2-3 seconds before closing the mouth. A useful
stretching exercise entails pressing the edge of your tongue towards the roof of the mouth and slowly
opening the mouth while making sure that the movement does not become painful. If you undergo
physiotherapy, your physiotherapist will show you techniques specific to your needs that can reduce pain.

Many people with jaw pain may not consider physiotherapy to manage their condition, but they often forget
that the jaw is a complex joint with muscles and soft tissue that may respond positively to rehabilitative
treatment, just like any other condition. Our physiotherapists at Advantage Physiotherapy are trained to
assess your TMD symptoms, and other areas like your neck that may be causing or contributing to your jaw
pain. More importantly, they will recommend home exercises that can ease the pain you are experiencing
while chewing, talking, or simply moving your jaw. Call Advantage Physiotherapy to help manage your jaw
pain today.
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